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1 Introduction

1.1 Quantum computing
The combination of quantum mechanics and technology has many promises of which the
quantum computer might be the most spectacular one. Despite this claim, the quantum
computer is not existing yet. The reason is that there are competing requirements from
quantum mechanics and from technology. The bit of a quantum computer, the qubit, can
have the value |0〉 and |1〉 at the same time, whereas the classical computer bit is either 0
or 1. This is called superposition. Secondly, the qubits are entangled, which means their
values are connected. The advantage of the quantum computer lies in the combination of
entanglement and superposition: complicated calculations are performed with all qubits
at the same time, while they also have all possible values at the same time. This makes
the quantum computer much faster than a classical computer.

The qubits in a quantum computer should be realized with quantum mechanical ob-
jects and they should be able to have an unperturbed coherent evolution. In other words,
they should be light, cold and isolated. Hardware implementation requires, on the other
hand, a system that is sufficiently large and sufficiently strongly coupled to a measuring
device. This conflict is very generic and there are various proposals for a solution from
a surprisingly wide range of physics. Quantum information can be encoded in, for in-
stance, the various spins of electrons in a molecule (the NMR approach) [96], the spins
of an electron in a solid state [53] or the internal state of a trapped ion [15]. But there
are many more proposals [44], including ones that seem very exotic at first sight, such
as a quantum bit on basis of the topology of an N-particle configuration in a 2D system
[75, 8]. This thesis investigates the idea to use the states of gas-phase Rydberg atoms as
qubits, which are atoms in highly excited states.

A quantum computer requires operations involving multiple qubits, notably the XOR-
operation, which requires interaction between qubits. A system of interacting Rydberg
atoms can perform this task and has some unique advantages:

• The interaction between particles is unusually strong for quantum systems.
• The interaction between particles can be switched on and off, e.g. by exciting an

atom to a Rydberg state and de-exciting back to the ground state, or by tuning an
electric field.

• A system can have typical dimensions of micrometers instead of nanometers, which
makes it technologically easily accessible.
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• The building blocks (Rydberg atoms) are neutral, and have therefore a relatively
weak interaction with the environment.

The possible relevance of Rydberg atoms for quantum information was first pointed out
by the Zoller group in Innsbruck [46, 65]; they sketched a potential solution for the XOR
gate, which makes use of the so-called dipole-blockade; alternative proposals followed
[81, 84]. This thesis focuses on the dipole-dipole interaction between Rydberg atoms,
which is the cause of the dipole-blockade. In short, the goal of the research presented
in this thesis is to investigate the interaction between Rydberg atoms and to explore the
possibilities and limitations of the system of interacting Rydberg atoms in its future con-
tribution to quantum information processing.
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Figure 1.1: A schematic representation of two Rydberg atoms that are used as qubits (not to scale).
Dipole-dipole interaction (Vdd) causes the left atom to make a transition from |0〉 to |1〉 while the right
atom makes a transition from |1〉 to |0〉.

The dipole-dipole interaction occurs in many places and systems in nature, but it is
most easily studied and manipulated in Rydberg atoms, because of the accessible dis-
tance scale. A well-known form of the dipole-dipole interaction is the Van der Waals-
interaction. This interaction is very weak due to the non-resonant character, and only
significant at smaller distances; it drops off with the sixth or seventh power of distance.
In the familiar case of droplet formation in liquids, the interaction occurs between par-
ticles at distances comparable to their own size. Here we focus on a resonant and thus
stronger type of dipole-dipole interaction. In addition, the Rydberg atoms are a thousand
times larger than regular atoms and therefore have an interaction that is a million times
stronger. Due to the unusually strong interaction we can work with distances that are four
orders of magnitude larger compared to the normal distance in a liquid or a solid. This
makes the dipole-dipole interaction twelve orders of magnitude smaller - the interaction
decreases with the third power of the atom-atom distance. Still, the interaction energy
is Planck’s constant times hundreds of kHz; interactions that are detectable within 10’s
of microseconds. Two dipole-interacting Rydberg atoms are schematically depicted in
figure 1.1.

1.2 Rydberg atoms
The name ”Rydberg atoms” honors the Swedish physicist Johannes Rydberg. He intro-
duced the Rydberg formula, which gives the wavenumber of the spectral lines in hydro-
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gen, but also other atoms, especially alkali atoms. For hydrogen, the Rydberg formula
is

1
λ

= Ry
(

1
n2

1

−
1
n2

2

)
, (1.1)

with 1/λ the wavenumber, n1 and n2 integer values and Ry the Rydberg constant. For
high values of n equation 1.1 is most accurate, which is why atoms with high n are called
Rydberg atoms.

Rydberg atoms have highly exaggerated properties compared to ground-state atoms.
They are large, very sensitive to electromagnetic fields and, as we study in this thesis, they
interact with each other at large distances. Some of their properties can easily be deduced
from the Bohr model. The Bohr model is not as accurate as quantum mechanics, but it
is much easier and it works as a first approximation for the hydrogen atom. Quantization
of angular momentum (mvr = n~) is combined with classical mechanics – the Coulomb
force equals the centripetal force on the electron:

1
4πε0

e2
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mv2

r
. (1.2)

This leads to an expression of the radius of the electron orbit

r =
4πε0n2~2

e2m
= a0n2, (1.3)

where a0 is the Bohr radius. The energy of such an electron is negative, because the
electron is bound to the positively charged nucleus

E = −
e4m

(4πε0)2~2

1
2n2 = −

Ry
n2 . (1.4)

Bohr had hereby expressed the Rydberg constant in terms of already known constants.
We see that with increasing n, the radius increases as n2 and the binding energy decreases
as 1/n2. Also note that the energy levels of subsequent n states come increasingly closer
together for higher n; the energy difference between two adjacent n states scales like 1/n3.

The larger distance of the electron to the nucleus makes the atom more sensitive to
external electric fields; an external electric field can easily overcome the Coulomb field
of the nucleus far away. It can easily be shown from the Bohr atom that the electron can
escape the atom for an external field of

Fion =
1

4πε0

Ry2

4n4 =
1

16n4 a.u., (1.5)

where the right hand side is the more usual form in atomic units (see section 2.1).
The round trip time of the electron around the nucleus scales as n3, simply from T =

2πr/v for uniform circular motion. The radiative lifetime of the Rydberg state also scales
like n3. This is explained by the fact that the electron spends most of its time far away
from the nucleus, where it is almost a free electron. Free electrons can not radiate, so the
electron can only radiatively decay when it’s close to the core, which occurs once every
round trip.
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The dipole moment µ is given by the separation of charge, so this scales equally as the
electron-core distance: µ∼n2. The dipole-dipole interaction energy between two similar
dipoles is deduced from the energy of a dipole in the electric field of the other dipole:
Vdd =−µ ·Fd. The field of a dipole at distance R is the sum of the field of the nucleus 1/R2

and the field of the electron −1/(R + n2)2, which approximately adds up to Fd ∼ n2/R3.
The dipole-dipole interaction energy therefore becomes Vdd∼n4/R3.

All these scaling laws for n show that for highly excited states (high n) many properties
are exaggerated. This enables interesting experiments, which are not possible with ground
state atoms. The long lifetime gives the opportunity to study the atoms for a long time.
The sensitivity to external fields makes it relatively simple to study their behavior in very
modest fields. The large dipole moments make it possible to study interactions between
atoms at very large distances. Some values for n=50 are given in table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Rydberg atom properties.
Property n-dependence value for n=50
radius n2 0.2 µm
binding energy n−2 5.4 meV
natural lifetime n3 ∼0.2 ms
ionization field n−4 51 V/cm
maximum permanent dipole moment n2 9300 debye
dipole-dipole interaction frequency n4/R3 2π 1.6 MHz (R=20 µm)

1.3 Experimental context

In the 20th century many experiments with Rydberg atoms have been performed already,
but the development of the magneto-optical trap has set off a new wave of Rydberg atom
experiments in the 21st century. In the magneto-optical trap ground-state atoms are cooled
down to ∼100 µK by means of laser cooling. This provides more control over the position
of the atoms, since they move slower. Having obtained such a cold cloud of atoms, the
atoms can be excited to Rydberg states with a laser [7, 69]. Another approach is deceler-
ation and trapping of Rydberg atoms by static electric fields [97, 42]. The main focus is
on interactions between Rydberg atoms, in most cases electric dipole-dipole interactions.

Dipole-dipole interactions can occur between static dipoles, but in Rydberg atom ex-
periments often transition dipoles are used, where both atoms undergo a transition be-
tween two angular momentum states. Due to energy conservation, the energy that one
atom gains with the transition equals the energy that the other atom loses. This is called
a Förster resonance. In Rydberg atoms, there is a lot of choice for initial energy levels
and, furthermore, the energy levels can easily be tuned with an electric field, so a resonant
two-atom transition is easily found. Resonant dipole-dipole interactions have been studied
with room-temperature Rydberg atoms in the past, where the transition was brought into
resonance with a static electric field [85, 90] or an oscillating field, i.e. electro-magnetic
radiation [34, 16, 73].
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Several interesting effects are observed in a sample of ultracold Rydberg atoms. While
in the older ”hot” experiments the interactions were two-atom collisions, in the new
”frozen gases” many-body interactions play a role [7, 69]. Secondly, mechanical effects
could be observed now, due to the dipolar forces [31, 61, 104], as well as the angular
dependence of the dipole-dipole interaction [21]. The dipole forces lead to spontaneous
plasma formation for high densities of cold atoms [61], and also the other way round:
starting from an ultracold plasma, Rydberg atoms can be spontaneously formed [70].
Such an ultracold plasma [82] is a new and exotic type of matter and could give insights
in plasma’s that occur naturally in astrophysical systems. Another possibility is that two
cold Rydberg atoms can form an enormous molecule [36, 18, 26, 30, 11].

The already mentioned dipole-blockade proposal [46, 65] has received a lot of interest.
Dipole-blockade is the inhibition of optical transitions from ground state atoms to Ryd-
berg states due to the presence of a nearby Rydberg atom. This dipole blockade effect is
observed by several groups [92, 86, 62, 98, 49, 103]. It is suggested that using oscillating
fields instead of static fields to tune the interaction into resonance has some benefits for
quantum information processing [4, 17]. However, all these experiments are performed
with randomly organized ”frozen” gases, without direct control over the interatomic dis-
tances. In this thesis we aim for interactions over a fixed and controlled distance. During
the final stages of writing this thesis two groups achieved a large amount of control of res-
onant dipole-dipole interaction [94, 33], where coherent evolution was observed between
two Rydberg atoms fixed in space.

Quantum information with dipole-interacting particles is also investigated in other
fields of physics. For example, molecules can be used [41] or self-assembled quan-
tum dots, instead of real atoms [20]. In nanophotonics, coherent dipole-dipole cou-
pling between carefully placed polarizable plasmonic nanoparticles is pursued as a tool
to create ultrasmall optical circuits [76, 19, 40, 52]. Resonant dipole-dipole interactions
even occur in biological systems: in bacterial light harvesting complexes, responsible
for photosynthesis, resonant dipole-dipole interactions mediate the ultrafast energy flow
[95, 39, 28, 59]. Dipole-dipole interactions between fluorophores, as first described by
Förster [32], are now a workhorse tool in biological imaging to measure nanoscale dis-
tances [47]. We believe that our research might help in understanding these complex
biological systems.

In most of these systems the dipole moments are so small that the interaction can
only be observed if the separation of the dipoles is at a nanometer scale. Moreover, the
interactions typically occur on a femtosecond timescale. These properties make these
experiments technologically very challenging. With the ability to control the distance
between Rydberg atoms, which have an interaction over a distance of tens of microme-
ters and an interaction time of several microseconds, the study of coherent dipole-dipole
interaction is more feasible.

1.4 This thesis

In the experiments described in this thesis we use Rydberg states between n = 40 and
50 which have dipole moments of the order of 1000a0e and radiative lifetimes around
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100 µs. The dipole-dipole interaction time is then typically 15 µs for a distance of 40 µm.
The gas-phase atoms must have such a low speed that they move only a small fraction
of their distance (∼40 µm) during the interaction time (∼20 µs). To achieve such low
speeds (�2 m/s) we use laser-cooling of the ground-state atoms prior to the experiments.
Once we have prepared a cold cloud of ground state atoms - in a magneto-optical trap -
we excite atoms to two different Rydberg states with the use of two separate lasers. Each
laser is focused in the cloud to create a narrow region of Rydberg atoms (∼ 15 µm in
diameter). Rydberg atoms from one volume are allowed to interact resonantly with atoms
in the other volume, tens of micrometers away, for a controlled amount of time, typically
several microseconds, after which they are detected.

In the following chapter, chapter 2, we will provide the theoretical background of the
experiments described in chapters 4 - 7. We describe calculations of experimental param-
eters, such as the energy levels of the Rydberg states in an electric field, needed to find
an appropriate dipole-dipole resonance, and relevant transition dipole moments. The an-
alytic version of this is a new generalization of the Gordon expression [12]. Furthermore
we describe simulations, which provide basic understanding of the experiments.

In chapter 3 we describe the experimental setup we have build for our experiments,
and we investigate some of its properties, such as the density in the cold atom cloud, the
size of the Rydberg volumes and the homogeneity of the electric field.

In chapter 4 we present a novel technique that we developed, with which we can
simultaneously detect the quantum state of the Rydberg atoms as well as their position.
The technique combines state-selective field ionization to deduce the principal quantum
number and time-of-flight of the ionization products (electrons) to deduce the original
position of the atoms with an accuracy of about 10 µm.

Chapter 5 is in our view the most important chapter of this thesis. It describes the
first realization of dipole-dipole interaction between Rydberg atoms in separate volumes.
The resonant interaction 41d+49s ↔ 42p+49p is observed for volume separations up to
50 µm. We measured the amount of interaction products as a function of static electric
field, volume separation and time. The data fit the extensive many-body simulations.

In the last two chapters we investigated the possibility to manipulate the dipole-dipole
interaction 41d+49s ↔ 42p+49p with radio-frequency fields. Instead of using a static
electric field, the interaction can be tuned into resonance with an RF-field. In this case
multiple resonances are observed due to multi RF-photon transitions. In chapter 6 we
show that the dipole-dipole interaction can be switched on and off by rapidly switching
the field. Secondly, we show that RF-fields can be used to perform sub-MHz spectroscopy
on the involved Rydberg states and we observe strong AC-Stark shifts and multi-photon
transitions with up to 5 photons.

In chapter 7 we use an RF-field to demonstrate that the interacting atoms are coherent
for at least 0.6 µs, by making use of so-called Stückelberg oscillations. We present two
different methods to calculate the interaction strength as a function of static field and RF-
field. This calculation is essentially different for states with a linear Stark shift as for
states with a quadratic Stark shift, which is the case for the angular momentum states
involved here. The variations of interaction strength are in fact Stückelberg oscillations
and the measured interaction strength fits the calculations very well. These calculations
culminate in a rather unusual result: the generalized Bessel function.


